
CHAMPAGNE & SPARKLING
    125ml  Bottle
  DA LUCA PROSECCO, ITALY   5.45  27.95

Pear and peach fruit on a lively, yet soft and generous palate.  

  DA LUCA ROSATO SPUMANTE, ITALY   5.45  27.95
Fresh and vibrant raspberry and strawberry scented fizz made from a blend of  Merlot and Raboso.  

  CHANDON METHODE TRADITIONELLE BRUT, ARGENTINA       45.00
Citrus fruit and white peach alongside subtle hints of  bread and brioche.  

  TAITTINGER NOCTURNE SEC, FRANCE       65.00
Sublime elegance with a touch of  richness to the palate which shows brioche, citrus and hints of  peach.  

  PERRIER-JOUËT GRAND BRUT, FRANCE       80.00  
Dynamic, fresh and lively, showing white flowers, grapefruit and notes of  pineapple and honey.  

  PERRIER-JOUËT BLASON ROSÉ, FRANCE       100.00
Copper-tinged, salmon pink with redcurrants on the nose and a mineral character.  

WHITE WINE
   125ml 175ml 250ml Bottle

  ZESTY, HERBACEOUS OR AROMATIC WHITE 

  ERRÁZURIZ SAUVIGNON BLANC, ACONCAGUA COSTA, CHILE   5.25 7.25 8.95 27.95
Prodigious Sauvignon with intense aromas of  citrus, herbs, tropical fruit with delicious green pepper and lychees.  

  ZUCCARDI SERIE A TORRONTES, SALTA, ARGENTINA       37.95
Delicate and intense nose with white flowers and citric fruits. Well structured with lively acidity and notes of  orange peel.  

  NEDERBURG THE BEAUTIFUL LADY GEWÜRZTRAMINER, STELLENBOSCH, SOUTH AFRICA     9.95 35.00  
The wine is rich, with the sweetness is well tempered by the acidity: shows pronounced aromas of  rose, lychee and pineapple.  

  DRY, REFRESHING, DELICATE, LIGHT WHITE

  ERRÁZURIZ PINOT GRIGIO, ACONCAGUA VALLEY, CHILE 4.75 6.50 8.25 24.50
Pear and apple aromas with elegant hints of  citrus.  

  ZUCCARDI BRAZOS CHARDONNAY, MENDOZA, ARGENTINA 4.95 6.75 8.50 25.95
A beautifully crisp and fresh Chardonnay from the foothills of  the Andes Mountains. Bright and zingy, with white nectarine and flinty notes on 
the balanced, mineral palate. Aged for 6month in old French oak.

  ZUCCARDI Q CHARDONNAY, UCO VALLEY, MENDOZA, ARGENTINA    32.95
Notes of  white floral and fruits. Fresh in the mouth, great acidity and attractive mineral character.  

  JUICY, FRUIT-DRIVEN, RIPE WHITE

  OSADO WHITE MALBEC, MENDOZA, ARGENTINA  4.75 6.50  8.50  25.00
Much like its red counterpart the Malbec grapes were hand-harvested but on arrival at the winery clusters were pressed softly at very low 
pressure so that the must did not take on any colour from the skin. It’s very fresh on the nose, with aromas of  red fruits, currants, strawberries 
and delicate notes of  white flowers. It brings the elegance and freshness of  white wine together with the strength and texture of  the original grape 
variety. It’s great length is due to its refreshing acidity.  

  KLEINE ZALZE VINEYARD SELECTION CHENIN BLANC, STELLENBOSCH, SOUTH AFRICA       26.00
Ripe and silky-smooth, from South Africa’s most popular white grape variety with rich guava fruit and honeyed character.  

  LUBERON, LA CIBOISE BLANC, M.CHAPOUTIER, FRANCE       29.95
Aromas of  white blossom, lemon and grapefruit: backed by smoky notes on the refreshing minerally finish.  

  FULL-FLAVOURED, NUTTY, OAKED WHITE

  ESPORÃO RESERVA BRANCO, ALENTEJO, PORTUGAL       34.00
Aromas of  ripe tangerine, honey and apricot with subtle notes of  toast and smoke.  

ROSÉ WINE
   125ml 175ml 250ml Bottle

  RICH, FRUITY ROSÉ

  WICKED LADY WHITE ZINFANDEL, CALIFORNIA, USA 4.00 5.75 7.50 22.95
Medium-sweet, with delicious raspberry and strawberry flavours.  

  DRY, ELEGANT ROSÉ

  PORTILLO MALBEC ROSÉ, UCO VALLEY, MENDOZA, ARGENTINA 4.50 5.95 7.95 26.00
Highly aromatic with its ruby-red hints this rosé offers up fruit aromas of  cherry, strawberry and raspberry  

  CÔTES DE PROVENCE ROUMERY ROSÉ, CHATEAU DES FERRAGES, FRANCE    35.00
Colour: elegant, bright and subtle rosé with a very pale rose petal hue. Nose: shows a fresh and fruity aromatic character with aromas of  straw-
berry, grapefruit, citrus and peach. Palate: fresh, well-balanced and smooth. This rosé is fresh and full on the palate. 

  WHISPERING ANGEL ROSE, FRANCE    45.00
Meet the world’s trendiest Provence pink. It has fresh notes of  apple, pink grapefruit, peach and cream, and a long, smooth finish.  
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RED WINE
   125ml 175ml 250ml Bottle

  RICH & COMPLEX REDS

  SALENTEIN NUMINA GRAN CORTE, UCO VALLEY, MENDOZA, ARGENTINA       50.00
Redcurrant, touches of  black fruits and a spark of  violet adds a floral character.

  FAMILIA ZUCCARDI BRAZOS MALBEC, UCO VALLEY, MENDOZA, ARGENTINA 5.50 7.25 8.75 25.95
Cherries, plums and blackberries with soft tannins.  

  ST HALLETT BUTCHER’S CART SHIRAZ, BAROSSA, AUSTRALIA       45.00
Displays aromas of  dark berry fruit with a hint of  nutmeg spice: the palate is rich, with lingering notes of  black cherry, dark plum and chocolate.  

  RIOJA CRIANZA, VIÑA REAL, SPAIN    29.95
Rich aromas of  fruit cake and spice, smooth and supple in the mouth with perfectly integrated oak, a rounded silky texture and smooth tannins.  

  SPICY, PEPPERY, WARMING RED

  SALENTEIN BARREL SELECTION MALBEC, UCO VALLEY, MENDOZA, ARGENTINA    35.00
Floral notes backed by vanilla on the lingering finish  

  ZUCCARDI SERIE A MALBEC, UCO VALLEY, MENDOZA, ARGENTINA       36.00
Ripe red fruit aromas of  prunes and cherries with black pepper and tobacco. Chocolate, spice on the soft and velvety palate.  

  ESPORÃO RESERVA TINTO, ALENTEJO, PORTUGAL       40.00
Shows aromas of  mature red berries and vanilla spice: plenty of  fruit on a long spicy finish.  

  ERRÁZURIZ WILD FERMENT PINOT NOIR, ACONCAGUA, CHILE       38.95
Complex and rich with typical red fruit flavours. Excellent expression of  this tricky grape.  

  ERRÁZURIZ CARMENÈRE, ACONCAGUA VALLEY, CHILE 4.75 6.25  8.50  25.00
Full and flavoursome, made with Chile’s ‘own’ grape variety. It has a rich, spicy flavour and firm, ripe tannins.

  VALLISTO BARBERA, SALTA, ARGENTINA       34.00
The nose is an explosion of  beautifully pure, sweet aromas of  raspberry ripple, blackberries and blueberry pie. Very deep purple colour and perfectly 
balanced with velvety tannins, lots of  luscious black fruit flavours and a big, juicy finish. The wine is unaoked allowing the purity of  the fruit to 
sing.  

  JUICY, MEDIUM-BODIED, FRUIT-LED RED

  KLEINE ZALZE CELLAR SELECTION CABERNET SAUVIGNON, COASTAL REGION, SOUTH AFRICA 4.95 6.50 8.75 26.00
A pronounced classic style, full of  rich blackcurrant flavours, hints of  cedar wood and vanilla oak.  

  WEE ANGUS MERLOT, CENTRAL VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA 4.50 5.75 7.95 24.00
Gently, plum notes with vanillin oak and a generous finish.  

  LOS INTOCABLES BLACK MALBEC, SAN JUAN, ARGENTINA       28.00
A ripe modern Malbec aged for 12 months in Bourbon barrels. It has well defined structure on the palate with soft tannins, red cherry, caramel and 
vanilla flavours  

  DON MAXIMIANO, ERRAZURIZ, ACONCAGUA       135.00
Dark and rich in colour with aromas of  liquorice, fresh red berries like raspberries, cherries and strawberry, accompanied by soft tones of  chocolate 
and nutmeg. While still distinctively focused, the wine is all about fruit intensity, with notes of  cedar and dried cherry, currant and cardamom.   
Oaked, Intense, Concentrated Red

  JOSE ZUCCARDI MALBEC, MENDOZA, ARGENTINA       70.00
Inky aromas of  black fruits and balsamic vinegar. Plum and wild-berry flavors on the long and tight finish.  

DESSERT & PORT
     50ml Bottle
  DALVA RUBY RESERVA PORT, PORTUGAL     2.50 28.00

Vibrant aromas of  wild berries: blackberries and redcurrants. A young and vivid fruity flavour, smooth and balanced, juicy, very inviting.  

  ERRÁZURIZ LATE HARVEST SAUVIGNON BLANC, CASABLANCA VALLEY, CHILE     2.75 20.00
Chile  
Honey, raisins, and dried apricots: tremendous texture and volume on the luscious and fresh palate.  

  MALAMARDO PORT   2.95 35.00
Portugal
Spicy bramble and raisin character. Rich and ripe with a well balanced sweetness and a long finish.

 125ml measure available upon request


